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Analysis of Segmented Traveling-Wave
Optical Modulators

G. L. Li, Member, IEEE, T. G. B. Mason, Member, IEEE, and P. K. L. Yu, Senior Member, IEEE, Member, OSA

Abstract—A simple and comprehensive modeling approach
is developed for analyzing the frequency response of segmented
traveling-wave optical modulators. The approach is based on the
microwave transmission (ABCD) matrix theory. The case study for
a GaAs traveling-wave Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) verifies
this analysis approach with excellent agreement to the reported
experimental results; the analyses for the quantum-well-based
MZMs and electroabsorption modulators indicate that the seg-
mented traveling-wave design can provide much better bandwidth
than the lumped-element or the continuous-traveling-wave coun-
terparts, with a few decibels penalty in the electrical-to-optical
(E/O) conversion gain if low-loss optical waveguides are available.
Meandered transmission line design, which provides more design
freedom, is also analyzed using this modeling approach.

Index Terms—Electroabsorption (EA), high-speed optical mod-
ulation, loaded line, Mach–Zehnder, segmented traveling-wave
modulators, slow-wave transmission line, wide bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION

EXTERNAL modulation has been shown to have superior
performance over direct modulation for wide-bandwidth

( 20 GHz) optical fiber communications [1]. There have been
five major types of external optical modulators developed over
the past decades for operating at 1.3–1.6 m laser wavelength
range. These include LiNbO Mach–Zehnder modulators
(MZMs), electroabsorption modulators (EAMs), bulk GaAs
MZMs, quantum-well-based InP MZMs and polymer MZMs.
Each of these modulator types has its unique pros and cons [2],
which makes them suitable for different application needs. To
achieve wide bandwidth, most of these modulator types, except
EAMs, require traveling-wave electrodes. Even for EAMs, it
has been shown that traveling-wave design can provide better
performance than the lumped-element counterpart [3]–[6].
The general requirements for traveling-wave electrodes are
impedance matching, velocity matching, and low microwave
loss.

The traveling-wave designs for different modulator types also
have their unique features. For traveling-wave LiNbO MZMs,
coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line is commonly used
as the traveling-wave electrode, and ridge optical waveguide to-
gether with thick metal (20–30- m) electrode is required for
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simultaneous impedance matching and velocity matching [7],
[8]. For traveling-wave polymer MZMs, a microstrip transmis-
sion lines provide excellent velocity-matching condition since
the polymer material has almost the same dielectric constant at
the microwave frequencies and at the optical frequencies [9],
[10]. For traveling-wave EAMs, low-impedance matching is re-
quired, but velocity matching is not so important since the de-
vice is usually very short [3]–[6]. One common aspect for the
previously mentioned three types of traveling-wave designs is
that the modulations in the optical waveguides are continuous,
with the optical waveguides being part of the dielectric mate-
rial of the transmission lines. However, these traveling-wave
electrode designs cannot work well for bulk GaAs MZMs and
quantum-well-based InP MZMs due to the following reasons.
First, to achieve good modulation efficiency, their modulation
lengths have to be pretty long compared with microwave wave-
lengths at high frequencies. This makes the velocity matching
very critical, which is unlike the case of traveling-wave EAMs.
Second, microwave velocities for transmission lines built on top
of GaAs or InP are much faster than the optical group velocities
in their optical waveguides, which is opposite to the case of trav-
eling-wave LiNbO MZMs. This requires a distinctly different
approach for achieving a velocity-matching condition.

To meet the velocity-matching challenge for GaAs MZMs,
segmented traveling-wave design has been investigated by many
researchers [11]–[18]. The segmented traveling-wave design, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, employs a separate transmission line that
runs parallel to the optical waveguide, with its microwave ve-
locity faster than the optical group velocity, and its microwave
impedance higher than 50 (the impedance of the microwave
source). Modulation length (and its capacitance) in the optical
waveguide is segmented and periodically connected to the trans-
mission line as capacitive loading, which lowers the microwave
velocity and impedance. In the literature, this type of electrode
is sometimes called “slow-wave transmission line” or “loaded
line.” The design goals are to match the lowered microwave ve-
locity with the optical group velocity and match the lowered
microwave impedance with 50 . The next section of the paper
will show that simultaneous velocity matching and impedance
matching can be easily achieved with proper design. Microwave
loss can also be very low since the microwave transmission line
is separately designed.

This paper provides a simple and comprehensive approach
for analyzing the frequency response, as well as other mi-
crowave properties, of the segmented traveling-wave optical
modulators. In the past, microwave properties of segmented
traveling-wave electrodes have been studied experimentally
[15], [16], as well as by using some simple inductance–ca-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram to show the traveling-wave electrode design. This can be a phase modulator, an EAM, or one arm of an MZM.

pacitance (LC) circuit model [17], [18]. These studies did not
involve the analysis of modulation frequency response. An
earlier publication [11] showed some calculated frequency
responses for segmented traveling-wave GaAs MZMs, but it
did not provide a detailed modeling approach and mathematic
analysis. In addition, previous research mainly focused on bulk
GaAs MZMs. This paper applies the segmented traveling-wave
design also for the quantum-well-based InP MZMs and EAMs
and analyzes the use of meandered transmission line [19] in
these devices. The previously published experimental result of
a GaAs MZM will be used to verify this modeling approach.

II. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

First let’s use the simple LC circuit model to gain some basic
understanding of the segmented traveling-wave electrode. The
microwave impedance and the microwave velocity index for the
unloaded and loaded transmission lines (assumed lossless) can
be calculated as

Unloaded line:

(1)

Loaded line:

(2)

where and are the inductance and capacitance per unit
length for the unloaded transmission line, is the loaded
capacitance per unit length, and mm s is the light
velocity in vacuum. and are the microwave impedance
and phase velocity index values before loading; and
are the corresponding parameter values after loading. The
traveling-wave design requires matching with 50 and
matching with the optical group velocity index (3.4–3.6 for
InP and GaAs optical waveguides). From (2), we know that this
requires the inductance of the unloaded line to be designed as

(3)

Combining with (1), this is equivalent to the requirement of

(4)

Equation (2) also indicates that the capacitance of the loaded
line should be

(5)

Combining with (1), we can derive

(6)

This analysis indicates that simultaneous impedance
matching and velocity matching can be achieved if the un-
loaded transmission line and the capacitive loading are designed
to satisfy the (4) and (6). For loading the same amount of total
capacitance, larger is desirable to keep the device shorter,
which can reduce the optical loss and enhance the modula-
tion bandwidth. From (6), when and are fixed by the
velocity-matching and impedance-matching requirements,
should be as small as possible to improve . This requires the
unloaded transmission line to have a fast microwave velocity.

This analysis provides a rough guideline for the segmented
traveling-wave electrode design, but it is not sufficient for esti-
mating the modulation frequency response. The frequency re-
sponse of a segmented traveling-wave modulator is limited not
only by the impedance mismatch and the velocity mismatch,
but also by the microwave loss, the microwave dispersion and
filtering effects due to the periodic capacitive loading, and var-
ious parasitic effects. To analyze the frequency response in-
cluding all these effects, we can use a microwave equivalent
circuit model for the segmented traveling-wave electrode, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). It represents a total of segments of active
modulation waveguide periodically shunting with a transmis-
sion line. Since each active segment is usually very short, it can
be modeled by a lumped circuit. The inductance
is induced by the connection bridge; the resistance includes
the metal bridge resistance and the series resistance of the mod-
ulation waveguide; the capacitance is the junction capaci-
tance of the modulation waveguide. It is the voltage across the
capacitance that does the actual modulation. A parasitic ca-
pacitance shunted with the circuit can also be added if
necessary. The microwave transmission line length between any
two adjacent bridges is . The microwave source impedance
and the termination impedance are typically 50 .

To obtain the modulation frequency response, the first step is
to calculate the microwave voltages ( ) across all
the loading segments and find the modulation voltages across
all the capacitors . Under small-signal modulation, the mod-
ulation index for each active segment, no matter what type of
optical modulator, is linearly proportional to the modulation
voltage across its capacitor . The frequency response of the
whole segmented traveling-wave modulator, if all the active seg-
ments have the same length, is therefore proportional to the
square of the summation of all modulation voltages multiplied
by a phase factor caused by the traveling of the modulated op-
tical wave packet.

can be easily calculated using the ABCD trans-
mission matrix method [20]. Note that the transmission matrix
for a transmission line with impedance , propagation con-
stant , and length is

(7)
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Fig. 2. (a). Microwave equivalent circuit model for segmented traveling-wave
optical modulators. (b). Transmission matrix representation of the modulator.

And the transmission matrix for each of the shunted
circuit is

(8)

The transmission matrix for the whole traveling-wave elec-
trode can be obtained by multiplying the transmission matrices
of all segments, i.e., , where and are
the transmission matrices for the transmission lines with length

and , respectively. Assuming the final result takes the form

of , as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the current and the

voltage across the termination can be calculated using

(9)

(10)

(11)

The solution is

(12)

(13)

After and are obtained, can be cal-
culated iteratively using the transmission matrix method

(14)

The modulation voltage across the th capacitor (
) is just multiplied by a factor of

. The microwave phase factor at the th segment
due to the traveling time of the modulated optical wave packet
is , where is the optical group
velocity in the optical waveguide. In order to normalize the fre-
quency response, we consider the ideal case when all the mod-
ulation voltages are equal to the input microwave voltage .

Taking as the normalization constant for the summa-
tion of the voltage, the normalized frequency response of the
segmented traveling-wave optical modulators can be expressed
as

(15)

This modeling of the modulator frequency response is simple
and straightforward, and it has included most of the nonideal mi-
crowave effects, although maybe implicitly. During the course
of calculating , the impedance mismatch takes effect through
(9)–(11); microwave loss is considered through the parameters

and ; microwave filtering and dispersion effects due to the
periodic loading are reflected in the multiplication of transmis-
sion matrices . The velocity mismatch is in-
cluded by taking into account the microwave phase factor due to
the traveling time of the modulated optical wave. The
circuit model reflects some parasitic effects. To use this mod-
eling approach, we need to know the microwave properties of
the unloaded transmission line, which can be easily calculated
since it is usually a standard design; we also need to have the
parameter values of , which can be obtained either by
empirical estimation or by experiments.

For the loaded transmission line, the ABCD coefficients of
the resulting transmission matrix can be used to calculate its
microwave properties. Its impedance is just , as im-
plied by (7); its propagation constant is

, from which the microwave loss and the microwave
phase velocity of the loaded line can be obtained. The loaded
line appears to be dispersive, as its microwave impedance and
phase velocity are frequency dependent.

III. SEGMENTED TRAVELING-WAVE GAAS MZM

Segmented traveling-wave GaAs MZMs have been inves-
tigated for more than a decade. Their performance is now
approaching that of LiNbO MZMs. Two major types of
segmented traveling-wave electrodes have been developed for
GaAs MZMs: one uses a coplanar-strip (CPS) transmission
line, with a doped AlGaAs layer at the bottom of the two
optical waveguides to implement series push–pull [11]–[13];
the other uses a CPW transmission line with all layers undoped
to implement parallel push–pull [14], [15]. The series push–pull
version has achieved 50-GHz bandwidth with 12.9 V of at
1530-nm wavelength [12] and 33-GHz bandwidth with 4.7 V
of at similar optical wavelength [13]; the parallel push–pull
version has achieved 50-GHz bandwidth with 16.8 V of

at 1550-nm wavelength [14]. The performance in [13]
is suitable for 40-Gb/s modulation. Its device structure and
measured frequency response are used here for verifying our
modeling approach.

According to [13], the electrode was 16 mm long. Microwave
source impedance was 50 . Since the CPS transmission line
was built on top of a GaAs substrate, its microwave phase ve-
locity index was approximately ,
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Fig. 3. Comparison between (a) the measured frequency response (the curve with 16 mm length) (courtesy of [13]) and (b) the calculated frequency response
using our modeling approach.

where is the dielectric constant of GaAs. For the
GaAs optical waveguide, the optical group velocity index is

. If the loaded-line impedance was targeted at 50 ,
we can derive 68 for the unloaded line using (4). The
microwave loss coefficient for the unloaded line was around
0.006 f mm (frequency in gigahertz), i.e., 3.3 dB/cm @40
GHz. We assume the device used 50 active segments, with a
70% fill factor [12]. Therefore, was 320 m long, and the
active length for each segment was 224 m. Based on their de-
vice structure, the parameter values of , , and (note they
represent two segments in the series connection) are empirically
estimated as 100 pH, 4 , and 35 fF. The

value is set at 42 . Most of these assumed or estimated
parameter values have been slightly adjusted during the calcu-
lation in order to produce a close fit for the measured frequency
response.

The measured frequency response curves are shown in
Fig. 3(a), while the calculated curve is presented in Fig. 3(b).

The calculated curve for the device with 16-mm-long electrode
matches closely with the corresponding measured curve. The
small bump at low frequency (1–2 GHz) is due to microwave
resonance caused by the 42- termination. Although some
of the parameters used in this calculation were based on
reasonable estimations and may not exactly represent the
actual device, the capability of generating frequency response
matching closely with the experiment shows that our modeling
approach is valid and that it can explain the behavior of the
measured frequency response.

Our modeling tool can further be used to optimize the device
design. For instance, if the total active length (11.2 mm) of the
previously described device is divided into a different number
of segments, its frequency response can be very different. Fig. 4
shows the calculated frequency response curves for the device
using 25, 50, 100, and 200 segments. During the calculation, the

and values have been scaled with the active length for
each segment, and the bridge inductance is fixed at 100 pH.
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Fig. 4. Calculated frequency responses for the GaAs MZM using different
numbers of segments.

Fig. 5. Calculated frequency responses for the GaAs MZM with different
bridge inductances.

In this example, finer segmentation leads to better 3-dB band-
width, as shown in Fig. 4. This is not always the case, how-
ever, for all devices. Coarse segmentation sometimes can cause
a small hump in the frequency response curve, which may im-
prove the 3-dB bandwidth. Nevertheless, finer segmentation re-
duces the dispersion effect and increases the cutoff frequency
for the loaded line. This generally results in better modulation
response at high frequency, even though it may not lead to a
better 3-dB bandwidth.

Another parameter for optimization is the bridge inductance
. Fig. 5 shows the calculated frequency response curves using

different values, with all other parameters kept the same. We
can see that the effect of different inductance values is very sim-
ilar to the effect of different segmentations, with smaller induc-
tance corresponding to finer segmentation. In practice, the
value can be controlled by adjusting the bridge length, width,
and thickness.

Since the loaded line is dispersive, the capacitive loading can
be so designed that the best velocity matching and impedance
matching are achieved at high frequency. This implies an inten-
tional velocity mismatch and impedance mismatch at low fre-
quency by using underfill [12]. It may flatten the frequency re-
sponse curve within the 3-dB-bandwidth range. The calculated
dispersion of the loaded line for the GaAs MZM in this example
is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Calculated microwave dispersion for the loaded line of the GaAs MZM.

IV. SEGMENTED TRAVELING-WAVE

QUANTUM-WELL-BASED MZM

Quantum wells using InP alloy materials can have a large
voltage-controlled index change at 1.3–1.6- m wavelength
range. This index change is induced by the quantum-confined
Stark effect (QCSE), which increases very fast with the in-
creased electric field. Therefore, it requires a thin active layer to
provide a large electrical field, and the series push–pull may not
be an efficient way because it halves the electric field in each
optical waveguide. Most of the reported quantum-well-based
MZM used lumped-element electrodes and single-arm modula-
tion [21]–[24]. In these previous works, the active modulation
layer typically consisted of 20–30 quantum wells, with a total
intrinsic layer thickness of 0.4 m. The MQW detuning
energy was set around 60 meV to keep optical absorption loss
low. With 600- m-long active length, this configuration was
able to achieve a around 4–5 V, and the best bandwidth
achieved was 15 GHz [21].

Segmented traveling-wave electrode design can be consid-
ered for improving the device bandwidth. For a waveguide with
0.4- m intrinsic layer thickness and 2- m width, the capaci-
tance is typically 0.6–0.8 pF/mm. The total capacitance of a
600- m-long waveguide is 0.4–0.5 pF. If we use a transmis-
sion line built on top of InP to load this capacitance (
0.9 pF cm), it will require an 5-mm-long electrode, and
the optical waveguide will be too long and too lossy. On the
other hand, if we build a transmission line with faster microwave
phase velocity, for example, a microstrip line with low- dielec-
tric material [19], the loading capacitance can be improved
by a factor of two, and the electrode length can be halved.

The first step in the design is to assure the impedance
matching using (4). The fast microstrip line typically has a
velocity index of 1.4, and the InP optical waveguide has
a group velocity index of 3.4. If the loaded line has to
match with impedance 50 , it will require 121 .
In practice, it is difficult to achieve this high impedance together
with low microwave loss for a microstrip transmission line. It
will require a pretty thick dielectric layer that is very difficult
to fabricate. Practically, achievable high impedance is 80 .
To match impedance using this practical microstrip line, one
has to either lower the target impedance to 33 or use
a meandered microstrip line to match with a of 50 [19].
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Fig. 7. Calculated frequency responses for quantum-well-based segmented
traveling-wave MZMs using different terminator impedance Z . The inset
table shows the termination impedance Z , the capacitance loading capability
C (the unit is femto Farade per millimeter of optical waveguide), the optical
waveguide length L , the microstrip line length L , the resulting 3-dB
bandwidth f , and the relative E/O conversion gainM (at 0 Hz) compared
with the 0.6-mm-long lumped element design using 50-
 matching resistance.

The latter approach is equivalent to making the microwave
travel slower so that the value is higher. For example, if the
microstrip line is meandered so that its length is 1.5 times of
the optical waveguide length, the effective microwave velocity
will be 1.5 times slower, and the effective will be increased
to 2.1. In this case, impedance matching with 50 can
be satisfied. After the values of , , , and (effective)
are determined from the impedance-matching condition, the
capacitance loading capability can be calculated using (6)
and then the optical waveguide length and the transmission
line length can be determined. Note that the higher effective

resulted from the meandered transmission line approach
reduces , thus making the device longer.

To quantitatively evaluate the frequency response and the
advantage of the segmented traveling-wave design for the
quantum-well-based MZMs, our numerical modeling tool can
be used. During the simulation, the total modulation length
is fixed at 600 m, which is the same as the lumped-element
design, but it is now divided into ten segments and periodically
loaded to a microstrip line with an impedance of 80 and
a phase velocity index of 1.4. The optical waveguide length
( ) and the transmission line length ( ) are determined
for different matching impedances (33, 40, and 50 ) using
the approach described in the last paragraph. Microwave loss
for the unloaded line is assumed to be 0.01f mm (f is
the frequency in gigahertz unit), i.e., 0.55 dB/mm @40 GHz.
For each 60- m-long active segment, it is reasonable to take

43 fF, 15 , and 30 pH. The calculated
frequency response curves are presented in Fig. 7, with an
inset table showing the corresponding design parameters. The
microwave source impedance is assumed as 50 in all cases.
Fig. 7 shows that with the loaded transmission line designed to
match with the termination impedance of 33, 40, and 50 ,
the segmented traveling-wave MZMs will have bandwidths
of 59, 52, and 44 GHz, respectively. As a comparison, the

Fig. 8. Calculated frequency responses for segmented traveling-wave EAMs
using different terminator impedance Z . The inset table shows the terminator
impedance Z , the capacitance loading capability C (the unit is femto Farade
per millimeter of optical waveguide), the optical waveguide length L , the
microstrip line length L , the resulting 3-dB bandwidth f3dB, and the
relative E/O conversion gain M (at 0 Hz) compared with the 0.3-mm-long
lumped-element design using 50-
 matching resistance.

600- m-long lumped-element MZMs using these termination
impedances can only have bandwidths of 18, 16, and 14 GHz,
respectively. The dc of the segmented traveling-wave MZMs
should be the same as that of the lumped-element MZMs, since
their total modulation lengths are the same.

The penalty for the segmented traveling-wave design is some
extra optical loss due to the passive optical waveguide. The inset
table in Fig. 7 lists the relative E/O conversion gain (at
0 Hz) compared with the 600 m long lumped element MZM
using 50 matching resistance. The negative values of
come from two sources. One source is the extra optical loss
due to the passive optical waveguide. Assuming that the optical
loss in the passive optical waveguide is 2 dB/mm, this source
lowers by 3.6 dB, 5.6 dB and 10.0 dB for the designs (a),
(b) and (c), respectively. The other source is due to the termi-
nation impedance less than 50 . This source lowers by
2.0 dB, 1.0 dB and 0 dB for designs (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
Fig. 7 indicates that design (a), which uses 33 terminator
impedance and straight transmission line, has the best gain-
bandwidth product and the shortest device length (1.5 mm).
However, if the system requires higher termination impedance
for controlling microwave return loss, designs (b) and (c) will
have to be used, in which meandered transmission line helps to
achieve good impedance matching condition.

V. SEGMENTED TRAVELING-WAVE EAM

Among all the five major types of optical modulators, the
EAM is the smallest device, and it is the most compatible with
monolithic integration with other optoelectronic components.
Due to their high modulation efficiency, EAMs are usually
very short. For 10-Gb/s digital modulation, the EAM can be
200–300 m long; for 40-Gb/s modulation, the EAM active
waveguide length is typically around 100 m. These EAMs can
provide a 15–20-dB extinction ratio per 100- m modulation
length with less than 3-V voltage swing, and they only require
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Fig. 9. Microwave return loss from the segmented traveling-wave EAMs to
the 50-
 source. The curve labels (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to the curve
labels in Fig. 8.

simple lumped-element electrodes to achieve their target band-
widths. However, for analog applications, wider bandwidth
and higher modulation efficiency may be required. In this
case, the traveling-wave electrode can be used to improve the
performance [3]–[6], [19]. The microwave transmission lines
for most of the previously demonstrated traveling-wave EAMs
(TWEAM) were built directly on top of the optical waveguides,
and they generally had a low microwave impedance (20–30 ),
slow microwave velocity, and large microwave loss. Fortu-
nately, these devices were all short in length (200–300 m) so
that the velocity mismatch and microwave loss were not severe
problems. With low-impedance termination, a bandwidth
as high as 67 GHz had been achieved for a 250- m-long
device [5]. The penalty of the low-impedance termination for
TWEAMs is that some modulation efficiency is sacrificed. For
example, by using 11- termination in [5], 8.8-dB RF gain
is sacrificed at low frequency compared with the usual 50-
termination.

With the segmented traveling-wave design for EAMs [19], it
is possible to achieve better performance. In the exemplary de-
signs, we assume the total active modulation length is 300 m.
It is divided into six segments and loaded to a microstrip trans-
mission line same as the one in the last section. For each 50- m
-long active segment, we take 45 fF, 16 ,
and 30 pH. The design considerations for impedance
matching are exactly the same as in the last section. The fre-
quency response curves calculated using our numerical mod-
eling tool are presented in Fig. 8. The curves (a), (b), and (c) with
loaded-line impedance matched to the termination impedance of
33, 40, and 50 show bandwidths of 73, 66, and 57 GHz, re-
spectively. The efficiency compromise for the three designs
is 4.8–6.8 dB, which is several decibels better than the contin-
uous TWEAM with a similar bandwidth [5]. The corresponding
microwave reflections to the 50- source from these segmented
traveling-wave EAMs (STEAM) are shown in Fig. 9.

With our modeling tool, more flexible designs can be eval-
uated. For example, one can modify the above design (a) by
changing the termination impedance from 33 to 50 . This
leads to 2 dB better E/O conversion gain . Its frequency re-
sponse is shown as curve (d) in Fig. 8. A larger bridge induc-
tance ( ) is used in this case to lift up the frequency

Fig. 10. Calculated frequency responses for the EAMs using segmented
traveling-wave design (1 mm long) with 33-
 termination, continuous
traveling-wave design (0.3 mm long) with 25-
 termination, and
lumped-element design (0.3 mm long) with 33-
 termination.

response in the 20–60 GHz range. The resulted bandwidth is
55 GHz, close to the bandwidth of design (c), but with 4 dB
better gain. Consequently, design (d) has larger gain-bandwidth
product than designs (a), (b) and (c). The penalty of design (d)
is that it has the worst microwave reflection to the 50 source,
as shown in Fig. 9.

Using the same waveguide design and 300- m total modu-
lation length, we have also calculated the frequency responses
for the lumped-element EAM and the continuous TWEAM,
and the results are plotted in Fig. 10, together with the fre-
quency response of the 1-mm-long STEAM terminated by
33 . Only 26-GHz bandwidth can be achieved when using
lumped-element electrode terminated with 33 resistor, which
is much less than the 73 GHz bandwidth of the STEAM. The
continuous TWEAM requires lower impedance termination in
order to achieve wide bandwidth. When 25- termination is
used, the calculated frequency response based on the approach
from [3] shows a 3-dB bandwidth of 47 GHz, which is 26
GHz lower than the bandwidth of the STEAM. During the
calculation for TWEAM, we assumed its transmission line
inductance 0.4 nH mm and conduction resistance

5 mm GHz [3].

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper described the development of a simple and com-
prehensive modeling approach for analyzing the frequency re-
sponse, as well as other microwave properties, for segmented
traveling-wave optical modulators. This approach is based on
the microwave transmission (ABCD) matrix theory and can be
implemented by a simple computer program. It can be used as an
optimization tool for the segmented traveling-wave modulator
design. We have applied this modeling tool for analyzing a seg-
mented traveling-wave GaAs MZM and obtained a frequency
response curve that is very close to the measured curve from the
publication. This verifies our analysis approach.

This modeling tool was also further used to design segmented
traveling-wave quantum-well-based MZMs and EAMs using
InP and its alloy materials. For the InP MZM with a DC
target of 4–5 V under single-arm modulation, 44–59-GHz band-
width can be achieved by using segmented traveling-wave de-
sign, whereas lumped-element design can only achieve less than
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20 GHz. For EAMs with 300- m total modulation length, seg-
mented traveling-wave design provides 57–73-GHz bandwidth,
which is more than a 20-GHz improvement compared with the
continuous TWEAM and 40-GHz improvement compared
with the lumped-element EAM. The only disadvantage for the
segmented traveling-wave MZMs and EAMs is some extra op-
tical loss due to the passive optical waveguide.

The paper also showed that the proposed simple modeling
tool can be used to optimize the device design. The segmen-
tation effect, the inductance effect, and the microwave loss ef-
fect can be conveniently evaluated using this tool. The mean-
dered transmission line design, which in some cases can help
to achieve better impedance matching and velocity matching,
can also been analyzed using this tool. These analyses have
demonstrated that the proposed modeling tool is very useful to
the design of various types of segmented traveling-wave optical
modulators.
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